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HydroStar ™ Light Functions
There are five different light settings on your HydroStar ™. Choose your desired setting by pushing the power button.
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CLICK: 3 LED Light (10LM)
CLICKS: 3 LED Strobe (15LM)
CLICKS: 360˚ Deck Light (Red 6LM/Green 2LM)
CLICKS: Emergency 1 Watt LED Strobe (65LM)
SECOND HOLD: SOS Signal (65LM)
STEP 4: Line up arrow on battery
housing with arrow inside base.

To Change Batteries
Requires: Three AAA batteries (included)
1. Twist off light housing

Circle should
be in front
when light
housing is
twisted into
place

2. Remove battery compartment
from base
3. Replace batteries
4. Reinsert battery compartment,
making sure to align groove on
battery compartment (see arrow
sticker on battery compartment)
to the groove inside the base (see
arrow sticker inside base). Match
arrow sticker on battery compartment
with arrow sticker inside base.
5. Insert light housing back into
base, making sure to keep circle
on housing at front. Twist
clockwise until tight and lights
are realigned at center.
Make sure circle on light
housing is at front - it needs to
line up with on/off button.
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360º

OPEN

360º Deck Light
To Remove Red and Green Lens Covers:
Red and green lens covers can be
removed by unclipping them from the
light housing at the notches. Lens covers can be clipped back
into place when finished using 360º feature.
Proper Red/Green Marker Alignment:
Align the red marker with the port side (left side while looking at
bow from cockpit) of vessel.

Be sure not to press down too hard on the light housing or twist
too far (past center), as this may damage the rubber O-ring seal
and reduce the waterproofness of the light.
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